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A multiwavelength study of the S106 regionIII. The S106 moleular loud as part of the Cygnus X loud omplexN. Shneider1;4, R. Simon4, S. Bontemps2, F. Comer�on3, and F. Motte11 DAPNIA/SAp CEA/DSM, Laboratoire AIM CNRS - Universit�e Paris Diderot, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, Frane2 OASU/LAB-UMR5804, CNRS, Universit�e Bordeaux 1, 33270 Floira, Frane3 ESO, Karl-Shwarzshild Str. 2, 85748 Garhing, Germany4 I. Physikalishes Institut, Universit�at zu K�oln, Z�ulpiher Stra�e 77, 50937 K�oln, GermanySeptember 4, 2007 ABSTRACTContext. The distane to the wellknown bipolar nebula S106 and its assoiated moleular loud is highly unertain. Valuesbetween 0.5 and 2 kp are given in the literature, favoring a view of S106 as an isolated objet at a distane of 600 p aspart of the `Great Cygnus Rift'. However, there is evidene that S106 is physially assoiated with the Cygnus X omplexat a distane of �1.7 kp (Shneider et al. 2006). In this ase, S106 is a more massive and more luminous star forming sitepreviously thought.Aims. We aim to understand the large-sale distribution of moleular gas in the S106 region, its possible assoiation with otherlouds in the Cygnus X south region, and the impat of UV radiation on the gas. This will onstrain the distane to S106.Methods. We employ a part of an extended 13CO and C18O 1!0 survey, performed with the FCRAO, and data from the MSXand Spitzer satellites to study the spatial distribution and orrelation of moleular loud/PDR interfaes in Cygnus X south.The 2MASS survey is used to obtain a stellar density map of the region.Results. We �nd evidene that several moleular louds inluding S106 are diretly shaped by the UV radiation frommembers of several Cygnus OB lusters, mainly NGC 6913, and are thus loated at a distane of �1.7 kp in the Cygnus Xomplex. The de�nition of OB assoiations in terms of spatial extent and stellar ontent in the Cygnus X south region is revised.Key words. interstellar medium: louds { individual objets: S106 { moleules { kinematis and dynamis { Radio lines: ISM1. IntrodutionThe H II region S106 in Cygnus is famous for its bipolaremission nebula (e.g., Oasa et al. 2006). The nebula is ex-ited by the O-star S106 IR and embedded in a moleularloud whih was studied in di�erent moleular line traersat various angular resolutions. Observations using lower-JCO lines at a resolution of �10 (Luas et al. 1978; Bally& Soville 1982; Shneider et al. 2002) revealed a loudwith an extent of �200�250 and two emission peaks, sep-arated by �30, entering S106 IR. The eastern peak hasthe shape of a `lane' that is devoid of radio ontinuumemission, whih is interpreted by some authors (Bally &Soville 1982; Ghosh et al. 2003; Qin et al. 2005) as a mas-sive disk or torus around S106 IR. The western peak isalso seen in NH3 emission (Stutzki et al. 1982). It is moredi�use and has an emission distribution elongated north-Send o�print requests to: N. ShneiderCorrespondene to: nshneid�ea.fr

south bloked by the lobes of the H II region. A seondarysite of star formation �50 south of S106 IR was detetedas a peak in CO emission ontaining an embedded lus-ter (Rayner 1994) seen also with 2MASS1 (Shneider etal. 2002). See also the hapter `S106' by Hodapp in the`Handbook of star formation' (Reipurth 2007) for moreinformation on S106.The majority of the observations, however, onen-trated on mapping the dense gas immediately aroundS106 IR at higher angular resolution in various atomiand moleular traers (e.g., Churhwell & Bieging 1982;Little et al. 1995; Shneider et al. 2002, 2003) and theontinuum (Riher et al. 1993; Vall�ee et al. 2005; Motte etal. 2007). Optially thik moleular lines revealed strong1 The Two Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS) is a joint projetof the University of Massahusetts and the Infrared Proessingand Analysis Center/California Institute of Tehnology, fundedby the National Aeronautis and Spae Administration and theNational Siene Foundation.



2 N. Shneider et al.: S106outow emission lose to S106 IR. This star also powers abright photon dominated region (PDR) as seen in atomiFar-infrared (FIR) lines ([C II℄ 158 �m, [C I℄ 809 and 370�m, Shneider et al. 2003) and emission lines of Br andH2 1{0 S(1) (Hayashi et al. 1990).The range of distanes given in the literature forthe S106 omplex is broad. Early estimates using thekinemati information of S106 give values >2 kp (e.g.,Reifenstein et al. 1970; Mauherat 1975). However, S106is loated at Galati longitude �76.5Æ where the loalGalati arm, the Perseus arm, and the outer Galaxy arefound along the same line of sight, overing distanes be-tween a few hundred p and 8 kp. In this diretion, radialveloities of nearby louds are lose to zero and thus do notprovide reliable distane estimates. Distanes derived withother methods (Eiroa 1979; Staude 1982; Rayner 1994) aresmaller (500 to 600 p). These values are ommonly usedfor the S106 region.In this paper, we study the spatial and kinemati dis-tribution of moleular gas in S106 and plae this loud inthe ontext of other objets in the Cygnus X region. Todate, extrinsi inuenes on S106 (shok-ompression, ra-diation pressure, and winds from external OB-stars) havenot been onsidered or studied beause S106 was seenas an isolated objet in the quiesent `Cygnus Rift' at�600 p distane. We investigate whether the UV radia-tion of the Cygnus OB1 and OB9 assoiations and theirsub-assoiations, suh as NGC 6913 (M29) and Ber87, af-fet the S106 moleular loud and other moleular gasin this region. For this, we ompare 13CO emission linemaps taken with the FCRAO2 with mid-IR emission datafrom MSX3. Data from 2MASS are used to determine stel-lar densities of the brightest stars in order to obtain anoverview of the distribution of the star lusters that inu-ene the moleular gas. It is important to onstrain thedistane to S106 sine a larger distane implies that themoleular loud is more massive and the exiting star S106IR has an earlier spetral type than previously thoughtand thus powers a more luminous PDR.Observational details are given in Set. 2. Large- andsmall-sale overlays of 13CO onto mid-IR MSX data areshown in Set. 3, the observed moleular line maps arepresented and some loud properties are determined fromthe CO data. In the disussion (Set. 4), we briey reviewexisting distane estimates for S106, disuss the `CygnusRift', and �nally propose a new senario for S106, whih is,in our view, losely assoiated with the Cygnus X mole-ular loud omplex at a distane of �1.7 kp (Shneideret al. 2006). Setion 5 summarizes the paper.2. Observations2.1. FCRAO CO observationsCoverageWe use data from an extensive moleular line survey of the2 Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory3 Midourse Spae Experiment

whole Cygnus X region taken with the FCRAO 14m tele-sope. An area of 35 deg2 was observed in 13CO and C18O1!0 using the 32 pixel \Seond Quabbin Optial ImagingArray" (SEQUOIA) in an On-the-Fly (OTF) observingmode. The data were obtained between 2003 Deemberand 2006 January and will be presented in more detailin Simon et al. (2007, in prep.). In the urrent paper, weonentrate on 13CO 1!0 emission from an area of 3�3deg2 overing the moleular louds in the south-westernpart of the survey (named `Cygnus X south' in Shneideret al. 2006), and in 13CO and C18O 1!0 emission from aregion of 400�400 extent, entered on S106.OTF-mappingThe Cygnus X data were assembled from individual OTFmaps (footprints) of 200�100 size. The integration timewas 1 s for eah of the 64 simultaneously reorded spe-tra, 32 in 13CO and 32 in C18O, as the telesope movedontinuously aross the sky. One OTF footprint map thustook �30 minutes inluding overheads. The maps were ob-served with some overlap to ompensate for the less densesampling at the edges of the footprint maps and allow foruniform noise in the �nal, merged data set. Due to theOTF observing mode, the resulting grid of spetra is verydense and highly oversampled. The spetra were griddedon a 2200.5 raster before being merged into the �nal dataset. The FWHM of the FCRAO at the observed frequen-ies is �4600. The spetra have a mean 1� rms noise levelof �0.2 K on a T�A antenna temperature sale, i.e., notorreted for the main beam eÆieny of �0.48 at 110GHz.BakendThe reeiver was used in ombination with a dual han-nel orrelator (DCC), on�gured to a bandwidth of 25MHz, 1024 hannels, and a veloity sampling of 0.066 kms�1. With this orrelator, two independent intermediatefrequenies (IFs) ould be proessed for eah of the 32pixels, and therefore, 32 spetra ould be observed simul-taneously at 110 and 109 GHz (13CO and C18O).Pointing and CalibrationPointing and alibration were heked regularly at thestart of the Cygnus LST interval and after transit ofCygnus (no observations were performed at elevationshigher than 75Æ). Pointing soures were SiO masers ofevolved stars, i.e., �-Cyg, R-Leo and T-Cep, dependingon LST-time. The alibration was heked regularly onthe position of peak emission in DR21 and found to beonsistent within 10%.3. Results and analysis3.1. Large-sale orrelation of moleular line andmid-IR emissionFigure 1 shows a part of the 13CO 1!0 FCRAO surveyof the Cygnus X region overlaid as ontours on a olorimage of mid-IR emission at 8.3 �m (MSX Band A withan angular resolution of 2000). The CO emission is inte-grated over a veloity range of {10 to 20 km s�1 so that
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Fig. 1. Overlay of 13CO 1!0 emission in the veloity range {10 to 20 km s�1 (white ontours) on an 8 �m image of MSX in theCygnus X south region ontaining S106. The map shows about 25% of the FCRAO survey area (Simon et al. 2007, in prep.) theboundary of whih is indiated by a short-dashed line. Contours are from 4 to 36 km s�1 in steps of 4 km s�1, the olor sale is(0.05{1.0)�10�5 W m�2 sr�1. The large blak ellipses represent the extent of the OB8, OB9 and OB1 assoiations and rossesare their enter. Yellow, small irles show known lusters, i.e., NGC 6913, NGC 6910, Ber86, Ber87, as well as Cl02{7 (LeDuigou & Kn�odlseder 2002). Small irles with numbers indiate known H II regions DR4,5,6,9,12, and 13 (Downes & Rinehart1966). The long-dashed irle enloses a avity largely devoid of mid-IR emission.all moleular louds seen in Cygnus X (Shneider et al.2006) are inluded. The moleular loud assoiated withS106 is loated at l=76.4Æ and b={0.7Æ.The emission at 8�m is a traer of PDR-interfaes be-ause the UV radiation from massive stars heats smallgrains and polyyli aromati hydroarbons (PAHs)whih re-radiate part of their energy at this wavelength.The point-like soures are either (lusters of) young mas-sive and bright stars or embedded red objets that areusually massive protostars. The most prominent featureseen in the MSX image is a large-sale irle (indiatedby a long-dashed line in Fig. 1) of bright mid-IR emissionapproximately entered on NGC 6913. The irle is notlosed, but shows a lak of emission towards the lusterBer86 and the enter of Cyg OB1. The star-forming re-gions within the moleular louds are found to be arrangedon this irle. Some ontain identi�ed star lusters (Cl02{5, Cl07 after the nomenlature of Le Duigou & Kn�odlseder2002, and Ber87), others show strong mid-IR emission dueto embedded lusters (e.g., at l=76.2Æ, b=0.1Æ) and/or due

to external exitation. The most prominent examples forthe latter ase are found at l=76.8Æ, b=2.1Æ (Cloud A),at l=77.5Æ, b=1.8Æ (Cloud B), and S106. They are bright-rimmed, globular-shaped moleular louds with a tail ofemission in mid-IR and CO pointing away from the irleenter and are disussed in more detail in the next setion.There are, however, two examples where CO emissionand mid-IR emission do not orrespond well, i.e., towardsan extended, di�use area south-east and east of NGC 6913,and a region of rather ompat louds south of Cl07. Thenon-orrelation with mid-IR emission does not imply thatthese louds are not orrelated with the Cygnus X loudssine they an be slightly displaed in the fore- or bak-ground with respet to the bulk emission. However, theyan also be related to the `Cygnus Rift'. We will omebak to this point in Set. 4.2.The large sale distribution of mid-IR/CO emissionsuggests that the enter of exitation for the PDR loudsurfaes is loated lose to the irle enter. Obviously,the open luster NGC 6913 is the �rst andidate to be the



4 N. Shneider et al.: S106exiting soure. It is seen as one of the nulei of OB1 andontains around 100 stars (Wang & Hu 2000) even thoughonly 2 OB-stars were identi�ed (Wang & Hu 2000; Boeheet al. 2004). Other nulei of OB1 are Ber86 and Ber87 loseto NGC 6913. At this point, we only state that a soureof UV radiation lose to the loation of NGC 6913 mayhave reated the observed avity in mid-IR emission andthe irle of PDR emission where the ionization fronts hitthe (moleular) gas.3.2. Small-sale orrelation of moleular line andmid-IR emissionFigure 2 shows the prominent PDR interfaes of S106 andtwo other louds in detail (Cloud A and B in Figure 1)to illustrate the e�et of stellar winds/UV radiation thatare shaping the moleular louds. In addition, we showposition-veloity uts in 13CO to illustrate the veloitystruture.In Cloud A (Fig. 2a), two mid-IR point soures areloated at the tip (�2 p separation, assuming a distaneof 1.7 kp) of the dense moleular loud. Around thesesoures, a ring-like struture in mid-IR emission is ob-served that orresponds to VdB130, a single star or smallstar luster in a reetion nebula, similar to `Cloud B'(see below). The H II region DWB34 listed in the atalogof Dikel et al. (1969) is indiated in the plot. The tail(�10 p length) of the loud is more dispersed in CO andmid-IR emission and leary points away from the avity(ompare with Fig. 1). The position-veloity uts (lv-uts)go along the two main ow diretions of the gas. Only asmall veloity gradient an be identi�ed for Cut 2. Cut 1,however, shows a strong, learly de�ned gradient in velo-ity (+0.5 km s�1/p). Similar values are found in muhsmaller moleular `globules' (sizes of typially 0.5 p forthe head and 1.5 p for the tail, see, e.g., White et al.1997). However, the mehanisms at work that are respon-sible for the observed large-sale gas ows in Cloud A aremost likely the same, i.e., inuene of UV-radiation andstellar winds of OB stars.The struture of mid-IR and 13CO emission aroundCloud B (Fig. 2b) is very omplex and we observe sev-eral, overlaying features. The large sale emission in bothtraers shows a similar distribution as for Cloud A with adense lump of moleular gas, faing the UV �eld, and amore dispersed tail. Embedded in the main CO peak, anMSX point soure orresponds to Mol121 (Molinari et al.1998). This is an ultra-ompat H II region whih ontainsa small luster of stars seen in near-IR by Deharveng etal. (2005). The same authors identi�ed a nearly irularH II region (their soure 'X' and marked as suh in theplot) that was not listed in the DWB-atalog of optiallyvisible H II regions. The edge of the main CO peak is litup by UV radiation, as seen in the bright, narrow rim ofMSX emission. Extending to the right and left of the COpeak, a bow-shaped feature in CO and mid-IR emissionis seen, suggesting that here we also observe ompressed,

UV illuminated, dense gas. This struture is learly visiblein the lv-ut 2 (between 70 and �100), overing a velo-ity range of �6 km s�1 that is muh larger than a typ-ial internal veloity dispersion of a quiesent moleularloud. Cut 1 goes along one of the main tail axes. The out-ow from Mol121 is seen at �80. The CO emission in thetail is omplex, suggesting on �rst sight a seond outowsoure around 180. However, a areful analysis of the spe-tra shows that the large range of veloities observed ({3 to4 km s�1) is mainly aused by several overlapping loudomponents and a high internal veloity dispersion of thegas. The existene of an outow soure an not be ruledout, but requires higher angular resolution moleular lineobservations.In Cloud A and B, the mid-IR emission is learlyshifted towards the edge of the louds and the enter ofthe avity. This strati�ed distribution of CO and mid-IRemission together with the globular shape of the louds isstrong evidene that the origin of the exiting UV photonsis inside the large-sale irle.The lower intensity mid-IR emission in S106 formsa bow-shaped feature with two di�use tails pointing awayfrom the enter of the irle in Fig. 1. This shape is learlyaused by external UV radiation from inside the large-sale avity. The CO emission has a similar distributionbut is more onentrated to the inside of the bow-shapedmid-IR emission, suggesting that the moleular loud isembedded in a larger ooon of heated gas, visible inmid-IR emission. The high-intensity mid-IR emission isthe well-known bipolar nebula S106 whose orientation isnearly orthogonal to the low-intensity mid-IR emission.The exiting UV soure is the OB-star S106 IR. Thoughthis star reates a bright PDR in its immediate environ-ment, the UV ux dereases rapidly from a few 105 GÆat the position of S106 IR down to 102 GÆ in 20 distane(Shneider et al. 2003). Cut 1 and 2 show a veloity gradi-ent that is smaller (�0.3 km s�1/p) than for Cloud A. Itseems that the gas here is less dynami than along Cut 1in Cloud A and in the shok-ompressed region of CloudB. Strongly visible in both uts is the outow emissionaused by S106 IR.In the next setion, we disuss in more detail themoleular line emission of the prominent soure S106.3.3. Moleular line maps of S106The results of our moleular line mapping of S106 in the13CO and C18O 1!0 transitions are shown in Figs. 3 and4. In Fig. 3, the 13CO map is overlaid on a olor image of4.5 �m emission obtained from the Spitzer spae telesopearhive. Figure 4 shows the line integrated 13CO and C18O1!0 maps separately.Signi�ant 13CO emission is found in the veloity rangev= {9 to 6 km s�1 while the C18O 1!0 emission is re-strited to the veloity range v= {4 to 2 km s�1. Bothline maps show the harateristi two-lobe emission dis-tribution east and west of S106 IR (indiated as a star
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Fig. 2. Top: Cloud A (a), B (b) and S106 () in 13CO 1!0 emission (ontours) overlaid on mid-IR emission (8 �m from MSX).The bold lines indiate two position-veloity uts shown in the bottom �gures. An o�set of 00 indiates the lower latitudestarting point of the uts. Partiular soures are labeled.in the plot). The lobes of ionized gas from the H II regionare nearly orthogonal to the CO emission. This morphol-ogy is due to the impat of the radiation and the ionizingwind of S106 IR that reated the bipolar lobes whih areprobably ollimated by a very small disk (Persson et al.1988; Bally et al. 1998). The very turbulent layer betweenionized and moleular gas in the lobes beomes visible inH� images taken with the Hubble Spae Telesope (Ballyet al. 1998). Beyond these lobes, the ooler moleular gaswraps around the H II region, visible as the bulk emissionof the loud between {3 and 3 km s�1. The strong CO peaksoutheast of S106 IR is due to outow emission where themoleular gas is swept up from the avity walls. It is this
part of the S106 moleular loud that was frequently ob-served in moleular lines and disussed so we do not gointo more detail here. See Shneider et al. (2002) and ref-erenes therein, as well as a reent publiation by Vall�ee& Fiege (2005).The 13CO J=1!0 line traes rather low gas densitiesaround 3�103 m�3 and thus gives an overview of thetotal gas distribution of the S106 moleular loud. Theemission extends more than 200 to the south, separatedinto two tails eah showing a (weak) peak of emission atits end. The average intensity is a fator �3 lower thanfor the two regions of peak emission lose to S106 IR. Inontrast, the C18Omap shows almost no emission features
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Fig. 3. Line integrated ({9 to 6 km s�1) 13CO 1!0 map over-laid on a olor piture of Spitzer 4.5 �m data. CO-ontoursgo from 2 (3�) to 46 K km s�1 in steps of 4 K km s�1 and theIR-olor range from 0 to 1.6�106 MJy/sr. The exiting starS106 IR is marked by a star and a peak of NH3 emission by atriangle. Several seondary star formation sites are indiated,inluding S106 south and south-east. Fig. 4.Maps of the line integrated 13CO 1!0 (top) and C18O1!0 (bottom) emission in the veloity range v={9 to 6 kms�1 and v={4 to 2 km s�1, respetively. Contours go from 2(3�) to 46 K km s�1 in steps of 4 K km s�1 for 13CO and 2(3�) to 8 K km s�1 in steps of 1 K km s�1 for C18O.from the two tails but traes on the more shielded, denserore of moleular gas.Higher-density traers suh as CS 2!1 and N2H+ 1!0show the same emission distribution (Shneider et al. 2007,in prep.). The 13CO (C18O) 1!0 main beam brightnesstemperatures vary between a few K (<1 K) in the haloregion and the two loud tails and rise up to �15 K (�4K) in the bright eastern and western lobes lose to S106IR.The Spitzer 4.5 �m data reveal more learly thanthe MSX image (Fig. 2) the seondary star formationsites in S106. The S106 south luster, �rst deteed byRayner (1994) and seen in 2MASS images (Shneideret al. 2002), is still embedded in the bulk emissionof 13CO and is loated at a peak of C18O emission.At l=76.4Æ, b={0.83Æ and at l=76.35Æ, b={0.68Æ ratherstrong soures are deteted but sine we do not observe

extended emission around these objets, they may well beforeground stars. In ontrast, the soure in between showsextended emission and may onstitute a small luster ofstars. Conforming to the nomenlature in Shneider et al.(2002), we all this soure `S106 south-eastq'. It is, how-ever, not assoiated with a prominent peak in CO emis-sion. All objets are too far separated in projeted distaneto be attributed to the luster of fainter stars deteted byHodapp & Rayner (1991) whih has a 1.70 radius for the1�-level of the stellar density distribution.3.4. Physial properties of the S106 moleular loudWe deomposed the 13CO 1!0 map into lumps with aGaussian density and veloity distribution, using the al-gorithm Gausslumps. See Stutzki & G�usten (1990) andKramer et al. (1998) for more details on the program and,



N. Shneider et al.: S106 7e.g., Shneider & Brooks (2004) and Simon et al. (2001) forits appliation. The lump masses were then alulated as-suming optially thin emission and LTE (loal thermody-nami equilibrium) as outlined in Shneider et al. (1998).We assume a distane of 1.7 kp for our mass alulation(see Set. 4). The total mass of the loud is then deter-mined to be the sum of all deomposed lumps (98% ofthe �tted total intensity, 581 lumps in total) whih is7620 M�. The average density within the lumps is then103 m�3. The mass is onsistent with former estimationswhen saled up, with a distane of 1.7 kp. Bally & Soville(1982) determined 9710 M� based on FCRAO 13CO 1!0data, and Luas et al. (1978) estimated a mass of 12000M� using 13CO 1!0 observations from the MWO 5 mtelesope.A �t to the lump-mass distribution (the number oflumps dN within the mass interval dM , desribed bythe power-law dN=dM / M��, see Kramer et al. 1998)gives �=1.62. This is in aordane with values around1.7 determined from former CO observations at di�erentangular sales (Shneider et al. 2002).4. Disussion4.1. Distane estimates for S106The ommonly used distane for S106 is <1 kp. Earlykinemati distanes gave muh larger values, i.e., 2.3 kp(Reifenstein et al. 1970; Pipher et al. 1976), and 5.7 kp(Mauherat 1975). Sine loal louds in the diretion ofS106 have radial veloities lose to zero (see Set. 1), kine-mati distanes are not reliable. Eiroa et al. (1979) deter-mined a distane of 500 p with IR-photometry of theexiting star S106 IR. This method, however, requires asoure model for S106 IR and does not give a single solu-tion. In their paper, the best �t for the energy spetrumof S106 was obtained with a B0{O8 main sequene starat Av=21m. Staude et al. (1982) derived a distane of 600p using UBVI photometry of 8 stars whih already repre-sents a very low number statisti. They observed a suddeninrease by two magnitudes of Av starting at a distane of600 p and attribute that to extintion due to the `CygnusRift', an extended area of gas at that distane. This, how-ever, does not imply that the moleular loud of S106 isloated at the distane of the rift; it ould well be furtheraway. Due to these unertainties, the distanes derived bythe methods outlined above were long disputed. Nekel(1990, priv. ommuniation) favors a distane of 2 kp onthe basis of a larger number of foreground stars seen onPalomar Observatory Sky Survey Plates. Rayner (1994)determines a distane of at least 1.2 kp by using J{Hversus H{K diagrams, equally based on a large number ofstar ounts.Another argument to plae S106 at a distane of �600p ould be that the H II region is partly visible in theoptial and must thus be loated in front of or within the`Cygnus Rift'. However, in the following setion, we givearguments against this senario.

4.2. S106 and the `Cygnus Rift'The `Cygnus Rift' is a large area of obsuration in opti-al images of the Cygnus X region and is probably partof the `Gould Belt', an extended (�700�1000 p) loudstruture of low-density gas inlined 20Æ to the Galatiplane (Guillot 2001). An H� image and extintion mappresented in Shneider et al. (2006, their Fig.1) illustratethe large-sale distribution of this feature. The distane tothe Cygnus Rift was determined by photometri studies,onluding that the �rst reddened stars appear at 430 p(Straizys et al. 1993, North Ameria Nebula at l=84Æ) and800 p (Ikhsanov 1961, IC 1318 b/ at l=78Æ). TowardsS106, Staude et al. (1982) notied a jump in Av of around600 p. Figure 5 shows the southern part of the H� imageand an extintion map with Av up to 10m (the maximumvalue is Av=32m) with ontours of IRAS 100 �m emis-sion overlaid on both images. Comparing both plots, itbeomes obvious that the overall large-sale extintion islow and varies aross the region. The H II region IC 1318b/ is learly visible in the optial image though its dis-tane is around 1.5 kp (see Shneider et al. 2006 andreferenes therein). The visual extintion in this diretionis a few magnitudes (<5m). S106 appears in the optialimage even more obsured than IC 1318 b/. Its extin-tion averaged over the 20 2MASS resolution is 11m. BothIC 1318 and S106 are loated at the edge of the large-salesmooth, yet low level, extintion of the Cygnus Rift.However, sine one has to distinguish between the dif-fuse extintion due to the rift and the extintion due todust within the moleular louds of Cygnus X (assoiatedwith the Cyg OB2 assoiation at a distane of 1.7 kp) orlouds loated further away, we overlaid hannel maps of12CO 1!0 emission taken from the CfA CO survey (Dameet al. 1987) on the optial image. The only veloity rangemathing approximately the region of obsuration is foundbetween 6 and 20 km s�1. This omponent was alreadytentatively identi�ed with the rift emission by Shneideret al. (2006) and Piepenbrink & Wendker (1988). Overlayswith our FCRAO 13CO 1!0 data did not onlusively re-veal the rift, whih implies that the olumn density ofthe moleular gas in the rift is very low so that the 13COline emission is weak. This interpretation is supported bythe 100 �m emission that is due to old dust mixed withmoleular gas. As an be seen in Fig. 5b, the 100 �m emis-sion traes muh more learly the dense moleular loudsthan the di�use rift emission. That again implies a lowolumn density of the absorbing material in the rift.To better separate the extintion due to moleularlouds and the rift, we arbitrarily distinguish the two fea-tures by a (blue) Av =5m ontour line. (Though one hasto be aware that the rift extintion also overs part ofthe Cygnus X louds). This value is justi�ed sine the riftextintion is estimated to be not more than a few magni-tudes (Dikel & Wendker 1978). However, not all emissionwithin the Av >5m ontour, inluding S106, neessarilyarises from one oherent loud omplex at the same dis-tane. The situation is muh more omplex due to possible
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Fig. 5. a) Inverted H� image (ourtesy of William MLaughlin) of the Cygnus X south region. Overlaid are white ontours ofIRAS 100 �m emission (levels 50,300,500,2000,4000,5000 MJy/sr) and red ontours of 12CO 1!0 emission (levels 0.5,1.5,3,5,7,9K km s�1 in the veloity range 6 to 20 km s�1) taken from the Center for Astrophysis CO-survey (Dame et al. 1987). b)Extintion map of the same region in grey sale (Av=0 to 10m). This map was obtained from the reddening of J{H and H{Kolors using 2MASS data (Bontemps et al., 2007, in prep.). The Av=5m ontour is outlined in bold blue. Overlaid are the samewhite ontours of IRAS 100 �m emission. The dashed light blue polygon indiates the H II region IC 1318 b/. Known starlusters are indiated in yellow in both plots.bakground features. For example, Boehe et al. (2004)notied that extintion towards NGC 6913 oults part ofthe luster and assigned that to a `thik interstellar loud'in the foreground. Figure 5 shows that the obsuration ofNGC 6913 is in fat partly due to the low-density CygnusRift but we also deteted signi�ant 12CO and 13CO 1!0emission (Fig. 1) in that diretion and in diretion Berkely87 at veloities between {10 and 6 km s�1. These emissionfeatures are not prominent in mid-IR emission, implyingthat they are possibly bakground louds and not assoi-ated with Cygnus X.We suggest now that the high extintion values ob-served towards S106 are due to its moleular loud, whihis linked to other loud omplexes in the Cygnus X southregion through an observed ommon inuene of UV ra-diation on the louds. Therefore, S106 is not an isolatedobjet in front of or within the Cgynus Rift, but it is partof the large-sale loud omplexes of the Cygnus X regionat the distane of the OB lusters, i.e., larger than 1 kp.4.3. S106 as part of the Cygnus X star-forming regionIn Set. 3.1, we presented lear evidene that the UVradiation of the Cygnus OB1 assoiation and its sub-assoiations suh as NGC 6913 (M29) and Ber86 a�etthe S106 moleular loud and at least two other regions(Cloud A and B). The distane to Cyg OB1 is determinedto be 1.25{1.83 kp (from a ompilation of several refer-

enes in Uyaniker et al. 2001). The distane to NGC 6913is quoted as between 1.1 and 2.4 kp (see Boehe et al.2004 and referenes therein). The three moleular loudregions disussed in detail in this paper are part of a ring-like struture (or a 'bubble' if extrapolated to 3D) whihis prominent in mid-IR and moleular line emission andshows several ative sites of star formation (Clusters Cl2{5 and 7, DR5, 9, and 13). Clouds A and B are linked tothe moleular loud omplex of `Group IV' in the `CygnusX south' region (lassi�ation from Shneider et al. 2006).It has been noted that this massive (420 000 M�), homo-geneous omplex with emission between {5 and 3 km s�1is inuened by the Cyg OB2 luster from the eastern sideand the Cyg OB1/OB9 assoiations from the western side(in equatorial oordinates), and that the moleular loudsare loated in between. The bulk emission from the S106moleular loud is seen in the same veloity range and to-gether with the fat that S106 is shaped by UV radiationand is found on a irle of star-forming sites, we see S106now as a part of Group IV at the same distane of �1.7kp. This value, however, remains approximate sine alllouds in Cygnus X were given this ommon distane dueto their orrelation with Cyg OB2. Moreover, S106 lies ona 'bubble' reated by Cyg sub-OB1 assoiation, thus itsdistane must be within the distane limits of this luster(1.25{1.83 kp).What remains now is to identify more learly the majorsoure(s) of UV radiation/stellar winds whih shape the



N. Shneider et al.: S106 9moleular louds on the star-forming irle. For that, weinvestigate in the following setion the properties of theCyg OB1 luster and its sub-lusters as well as the generaldistribution of the Cygnus X OB assoiations.4.4. S106 and the Cygnus OB assoiationsOriginally, OB assoiations were reognized from ata-logs of hot stars observed spetrosopially in the optial(Blaauw 1964; Rupreht et al. 1981; Humphreys 1978).The distanes to these stars an be derived (though withlarge unertainties) from the alibration of absolute mag-nitudes with spetral types on the main sequene, In thediretion of Cygnus X, 9 OB assoiations have been de-�ned by Humphreys (1978). These early works are verysensitive to extintion sine obsured stars ould not beinluded. The large unertainties on the individual dis-tanes to eah star hamper any attempt to get preisedistanes for groups of stars. In addition, the distane un-ertainties make it diÆult to reognize oherent groups,espeially in rowded regions suh as Cygnus.The distribution of bright 2MASS soures now pro-vides a way to reognize ompat (and therefore young)lusters of OB stars. The extintion is less in the near-IR, and from the near-IR olors (J{H and H{K) of thestars, one an roughly estimate the visual extintion to-ward eah star and therefore orret the observed mag-nitudes to reognize the intrinsially brightest stars. Wehave derived the stellar density of the brightest K-bandsoures (magnitude brighter than 10m) using this extin-tion orretion (see Bontemps et al. 2007, in prep., fordetails). The resulting ontour map overlaid on the MSXimage is displayed in Fig. 6. The positions and sizes of the4 OB assoiations in the S106 region from the atalog ofUyaniker et al. (2001) are indiated as well. A omparisonwith the ontours of stellar density shows that Cyg OB2at l=80Æ is the rihest and best de�ned assoiation andorresponds to the former de�nition. Towards lower longi-tudes along the Galati plane (b�0.5Æ), the stellar densi-ties are still high but less onsolidated. Within the ellipseharaterizing Cyg OB9, a rather ompat nuleus an beidenti�ed. Towards NGC 6913, two peak regions appearwhih we name sub1-OB1/9 and sub2-OB1/9. They arenot idential with the enter of the Cyg OB1 and/or OB9assoiations but rather form sub-lusters. Inside the CygOB1 region, Ber87 shows a detetable luster of brightstars but in addition, several higher stellar density regionsare found.Mel'nik & Efremov (1995) proposed that OB1, OB8,and OB9 ould atually be a single assoiation enteredat l=76.8Æ, b=1.4Æ at a distane of 1.4 kp. Inside theseassoiations, several nulei have been reognized: Ber 87,NGC 6913, and IC4996 for Cyg OB1, and NGC 6910 forCyg OB9. Altogether, however, only a few tens of optialhot stars are known (119 stars in OB1-8-9 in Mel'nik &Efremov 1995).

The full senario is probably more ompliated andwill be disussed in more detail in an upoming paper(Bontemps et al. 2007, in prep.). However, it beomes ob-vious that the de�nition/lassi�ation of OB assoiationsin the Cygnus X region needs to be revised. In any ase, wean identify sub1-OB1/9 and sub2-OB1/9 (NGC 6913) asthe main enter of UV radiation for Cloud A, B, and S106.The ommon e�et of both sub-lusters is most likely re-atind the avity in mid-IR emission. It is learly visiblethat the highest levels of stellar density �ll up the bub-ble devoid of moleular gas. The irle of ompressed gasas we see it in CO and mid-IR emission (Fig. 1) marksthe maximum extent of the ionization front reated bythe sub-lusters. If we onsider an expanding ionizationfront with a veloity of 10 km s�1 and assume a radiusof 30 p (approximately what we see around NGC 6913),the age of the luster must be 3�106 yr. In the literature,we �nd values between 0.3{1.75�106 yr and 10�106 yr(see Boehe et al. 2004 and referenes therein). An olderage would �t in the senario that NGC 6913 is not veryompat but already dispersed.4.5. The entral star S106 IRThe existene of a bright, highly reddened point sourenear the enter of the S106 dark lane, identi�ed as the ion-izing soure and generally referred to as S106 IR, has beenknown sine the �rst infrared studies of the region (Sibilleet al. 1975; Allen & Penston 1975). Based on visible near-IR and broad-band photometry, Eiroa et al. (1979) de-rived for S106 IR an approximate distane of 600 p anda spetral type between B0 and O8. This distane has beenadopted in most subsequent studies, but it is importantto keep in mind that it was indiretly derived using stel-lar data, and ionization uxes, based on estimates whihhave been superseded by further observations and models.The same applies to the estimate by Staude et al. (1982)whih relies on the detetion of a relatively small (AV �2.5m) extintion jump at d� 600 p (most probably thewell known Cygnus rift) whih does not prove that theS106 loud is assoiated with it.It thus seems timely to reassess the determination ofthe distane to the ionizing star responsible for the ioniza-tion of S106 using the results from state-of-the-art mod-els. We use the infrared photometry in the 2MASS at-alog, whih is largely free from the unertainties due toresolution and aperture orretions in the early literaturebased on single-element observations. The 2MASS olorsof S106 IR, (J �H) = 1:54, (H �KS) = 1:08, are normalfor an early stellar photosphere signi�antly reddened byforeground extintion. Using the extintion law of Rieke& Lebofsky (1985) and the intrinsi infrared olors of mid-to late-O type stars, we derive AK=1.86m, approximatelyorresponding to AV=16.6m.Visible spetrosopy of the nebula, whih an be usedto onstrain the temperature of S106 IR, has been pre-sented by Solf (1980) and Staude et al. (1982). These
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Fig. 6. Contours of stellar densities for stars brighter than AK=10m overlaid on a grey sale plot of mid-IR emission taken withMSX. Red, bold ontours are 1.1,1.2,1.3, the green ontour is 0.9, and the blue ontour 0.7. The extent of the Cyg OB 1,2,8and 9 assoiations are marked as dashed ellipses and known stellar lusters are indiated in the plot.latter authors measured the [S II℄ �6731 / [S II℄ �6717ratio indiative of a high density (� 104 m�3) onsis-tent with the ompatness of the nebula, whereas the[O III℄ �5007 / H� ratio orresponds to a temperature inthe range 34; 000 K < T < 36; 000 K aording to thesingle ionizing star models of Stasi�nska & Shaerer (1997)based on the CoStar stellar atmosphere models of Shaereret al. (1996). The spetral types yielded by those mod-els are in general between one and two spetral subtypeslater than those obtained with more reent atmospheremodeling (Martins et al. 2005). Based on the latter, thetemperature interval given above roughly translates intoa spetral type O8.5-O7.Independent support for a temperature near the upperend of the estimated range has been reported by van denAnker et al. (2000) based on mid-infrared spetrosopyobtained by ISO, from whih these authors derive a tem-perature of 37, 000 K, orresponding to a spetral type O7in the Martins et al. (2005) alibration. On the other hand,the main-sequene absolute magnitudes MV given byMartins et al. are relying on an empirial alibration basedon emerged O stars, whih produes brighter magnitudesthan the zero-age main sequene (ZAMS) CoStar models.We have thus used the CoStar temperature-absolute mag-

nitude relationship as being more adequate for an objetsuspeted to be very near the ZAMS suh as S106 IR. Inthis way, we estimate �3:4 > MV > �3:8 for S106 IR, or�2:57 > MK > �2:90 using the intrinsi (V �K) olorsof O stars from Martins & Plez (2006). Used in ombina-tion with KS = 9:49 measured by 2MASS and the esti-mated extintion listed above, we obtain a distane mod-ulus 10:20 < DM < 10:53, with a preferene of the upperlimit based on the ISO spetrosopy. The orrespondingdistane lies between 1.1 kp and 1.3 kp, somewhat be-low our proposed distane of 1.7 kp (DM = 11:15) forthe S106 region but learly above the 600 p (DM = 8:9)proposed in earlier studies.An earlier spetral type for S106 IR implies that moreUV photons are produed, reating a more intense UV�eld whih is responsible for the illumination of a brightPDR. Supposing S106 IR is an O8 star, a UV �eld of1.5�106 GÆ at a distane of 500 = 0.04 p or 1.3�105 GÆat a distane of 1700 = 0.13 p is generated. These val-ues are onsistent with the results for the UV �eld loseto S106 IR obtained from observations of FIR-PDR lines(Shneider et al. 2003). One an also diretly estimate theionising ux of S106 IR from the total radio ux of theH II region. We took the ux at 4.8 GHz from Wendker et



N. Shneider et al.: S106 11al. (1991), of 13.02 Jy whih orresponds, for d = 1:7 kp,to an emission measure EMV of 1.29�1061 m�3 in theoptially thin ase. Using the typial reombination rateof 2.7�10�13 m3/s (Spitzer 1978), this EMV requires aLyman ux of 3.5�1048 s�1. On the ZAMS, this ionisingux orresponds to an O7 star (Meynet et al. 1994) whihis fully onsistent with the above estimates of the spetraltype of S106 IR.Though we are on�dent in our new distane estimatefor S106, the ultimate answer ould be given by VLBI par-allax measurements of the H2Omaser in S106 FIR. Furuyaet al. (1999) observed this maser using VLBA during 4monthly periods whih an already serve as a startingpoint. The future ESA astrometri spae mission GAIAwill also give the parallax of a large number of at least theOB stars of the region.5. SummaryBy omparing the emission distribution of the 13CO 1!0line, observed with the FCRAO, with a mid-IR image (8�m), taken with MSX, in the Cygnus X south region, wereveal the large-sale distribution of moleular gas andhow it is inuened by UV radiation. Our prime targetwas the well-known bipolar nebula S106, whih so far inthe literature is widely onsidered as being part of the`Great Cygnus Rift' at a distane of around 600 p.In this paper, we show that several star-forming re-gions, inluding S106 and our Clouds A and B, are ar-ranged on a large-sale irle of diameter �80 p seen inboth radio and mid-IR wave lengths. From their globu-lar shape and the strati�ed distribution of 8 �m and COmoleular line emission we onlude that the S106 mole-ular loud in the south and two other star-forming regionsin the north of the irle are diretly shaped by UV radi-ation from inside the avity.The avity was probably reated by radiation and/orstellar wind ompression from the massive stars of theOB (sub)-lusters in the Cygnus X region. To identify themain soures for UV radiation, we used the 2MASS surveyto obtain a stellar density map of Cygnus X south withstars brighter than magnitude 10 in K-band. We identifythe OB (sub)-lusters Cyg OB1,9, and NGC 6913 as themain soures for UV radiation. The distribution of thesebright and massive stars shows that the de�nition of OBassoiations in terms of spatial extent and stellar ontentin the Cygnus X south region needs to be revised.The two louds on the northern edge of the avity arepart of the 'Cygnus X south' loud omplex (Shneider etal. 2006), whih is learly inuened by members of theCyg OB1 and OB2 assoiations. From the large-sale mor-phology and the fat that the louds in `Cygnus X south',Clouds A and B, and S106 are also tightly assoiated kine-matially, we onlude that S106 and Clouds A and B areassoiated with the large moleular loud omplex form-ing the 'Cygnus X south region' and have to be within thedistane limits of the OB1/2 lusters, i.e., around 1.7 kp.
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